Nothing is more important than safety on the job.

Caterpillar offers a complete and portable solution for personal worksite safety. Each kit includes a yellow Cat Hard Hat, a pair of gray lens Cat Safety Glasses, a pair of Work Gloves, a pair of Cat branded Earplugs, a Cat Safety Vest, a Caterpillar Inspection Light, all packaged in a durable Cat Bag. The Safety Kit is available for dealers and customers in the US and Latin America.
Features and Benefits

- **Yellow Cat Hard Hat** features a four-point suspension, is lightweight, and its low profile gives it a low center of gravity and exceptional balance. Meets ANSI Z89.1-2003 Class E and G requirements.

- **Gray Lens Cat Safety Glasses** provide full UVA and UVB protection and include a soft rubber nosepiece with self-adjusting fingers to prevent slipping. The temple piece extends for a precise fit and the extended brow guard is molded into the top of the lens to form an orbital seal against debris. Meets ANSI Z87.1, CE EN-166 and CUL Z94.3 specifications.

- **Large Size Split Leather Work Gloves** featuring leather finger tips for tough jobs and a full leather index finger, thumb, and palm.

- **Cat Branded Earplugs** are angled to align with the ear canal for maximum sound reduction and comfort. Made of super soft FDA approved materials, they feature a noise reduction rating of 23 decibels, when used as directed. Meets ANSI S3.19-1974, CE EN352.1 1993, and CUL Z94.2 specifications.

- **Cat Orange XL Safety Vest** with Velcro closure has gray reflective tape on the front and back. Class II, ANSI and CE certified.

- **Caterpillar Inspection Light** has a Xenon lamp module that produces a powerful, bright beam that penetrates smoke, fog, and water. CSA, UL, AUS, and CE approved.

- **The Rugged Cat Bag** features convenient multiple pockets, a heavy-duty molded plastic bottom, and a padded carry handle and shoulder strap. The roomy interior holds all of the kit contents with room for more.
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